LEWIS AND CLARK CAVERNS
STATE PARK | TRAIL MAP

AREA OVERVIEW

Caverns tours operated May 1st - September 30th

TRAIL USE

Hiking, Biking

INTEREST AREAS

LEWIS AND CLARK CAVERNS STATE PARK | TRAIL MAP

MONDAY W. & PARKS
STATE PARKS.MT.GOV

STAY ON ESTABLISHED TRAILS TO MINIMIZE IMPACTS AND AVOID ADDITIONAL HAZARDS

Please consult park staff to gather more information on specific trail conditions, trail difficulty, and route selection. Trail lengths are in miles. Elevation levels are in feet. Portions of trails depicted on this map, which fall outside of the State Park boundary, are on other publically accessible state and federal land. The Caverns entry and exit trails, unless authorized otherwise by park staff, are reserved for visitors who have purchased a caverns tour ticket only. No claims are made to the accuracy of the data or its suitability to a particular use.